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"Nurture your mind,
conquer your world!"

Everything in life comes from the mind, your inner world. If you
can witness your inner world, you can then understand it. If

you understand it, you can manage it!
 

Self-awareness
*

Self-knowledge
*

Self-management
 
 

With this in mind, let's grow together...



How to Use This
Workbook

Fill in the sheets or grab your own journal
Please feel free to just write whatever comes to mind; stream of
consciousness writing is my jam anyway! You can use the questions as a
starting point and then see where you end up.
Look back over what you've written and see what insights you find
about yourself and your life; jot them down. (Always be honest with
yourself, this is for you after all).
Write in the spaces provided! Print this off for best results.

What This Workbook
Is About

This is a workbook of journal prompts/questions. Asking ourselves
questions is the first step to gaining answers.
The purpose of this workbook is to encourage you to write about and
discover deep truths within you.
The reason it is called a "Life Gunk" workbook is because we are hoping to
wade through the emotional swamp inside of you with the hope of gaining
a better understanding of yourself, work through untrue beliefs, and gain
control over yourself once again.
There will be an emotions workbook coming soon, so watch out for that!
I hope to create many journal workbooks like this in time, but this one
focuses on our emotional and mental pitfalls and weak spots.



Key Notes To Help You

Try not to focus on what you don't have.
 

Give responsibility and control back to yourself each time. If you discover
that you get angry around your aunt, don't then just accept that she has
power over you. Take control and put a plan in place to fix it, or reframe

your mindset around it.
 

Use the formula: "A causes B" to figure out where problem areas are, and
then keep going deeper. e.g. Talk about houses makes me feel immature
and poor. How? Because I can't afford a house. How does this mean I'm

those things? Because they're better than me, with more money, an
organised life, and more maturity. And there we have a belief to work on!

 
Where possible, look for solutions, outcomes, areas of grow and work; not

blame, obstacles, or more problems!



In which moments do I feel sharp
emotional reactions? 

What might these mean?
(Moments when you  snap, get upset, get anxious, get

defensive...)



What are my Shame
Trig�ers

(e.g. in which situations or what words bring on feelings of

worthlessness, embarrassment, disappointment, and

shame?)



What gives me 
Self-Worth?

(e.g. what makes you feel good about yourself, accomplished,

happy, fulfilled?)



What causes me stress,
overwhelm, and mental or

emotional fatigue?
And what can I do to change that?



What are my touchy
subjects?

(Painful topics, awkward scenarios, fears, upsets)



When/Where do I feel
unapologetic joy & belonging?

Why?
(How often do you do these/have these moments?)



What DON'T I Want From
Life & Myself?

(This is to help you to see what not to do, if you're struggling

with knowing what you actually want)



What do I focus on the
most? Worry about most?
(Recurring thoughts and feelings; obsessions and mental

fixations)



My ideal life and Self
looks like...

(After this, go through your social media and friends to see if

they reflect this ideal self and life. No? Make a change. Also,

circle key points that are areas you need to work on and put a  

plan in place)



If I knew I couldn't fail, what
would I do?



What does my internal dialogue/
inner voice say throughout the

day?
(Keep this sheet handy and capture thoughts from your inner

voice throughout the day; don't judge yourself, though)



Final Thoughts & Advice

From this, you should now have a list of fears, worries, shame triggers,
emotional scars, limiting beliefs, wants/dreams, self-worth moments,

and ideal self images. Congrats! It's useful info.
 

This is not about judging yourself. Whatever comes up is supposed to
be a tool for understanding and growth, that's all. We can use the

findings to finally see what has been going on under the surface that
needs work.

 
With these kinds of questions, and with deep reflection, honesty, and
introspection, we can free ourselves from emotional wounds, untrue

beliefs, limiting mindsets, and mental clutter.
 

Journaling in this way is a PRACTICE. You must keep doing it! It will
feel strange at first, but it is a great way to see what you're thinking and

feeling and believing that often goes unnoticed.
 

Emotional and mental health is so important. This is a step towards
bettering these.

 
Take your findings and see your problem areas and put a kind plan in

place to help you to grow, shift, and throw bad sh*t into the bin!
 

Good luck!
 

S. R. Crawford xx



"Mindset
managed!"


